High and low molecular weight tau proteins are differentially expressed from a single gene.
Both high and low molecular weight (HMW and LMW) tau proteins are expressed in the immature and adult mouse spinal cord. Northern blot analysis, performed with probes complementary to domains common and uncommon to the LMW and HMW entities, suggested that HMW tau proteins found in the immature mouse spinal cord are not translated from the single transcript of 6 kb expressed at these stages, but are transported within this nervous structure by axons arising in the periphery. In contrast, another minor transcript of 8 kb was detected in the adult mouse spinal cord by a HMW tau specific probe, suggesting that a small fraction of the HMW tau forms present in adulthood are translated within mouse spinal cord neurons. LMW spinal cord tau forms are encoded by mRNAs of 6 kb that contain three and four homologous repeats at immature and mature stages, respectively, whereas adult HMW entities contain four repeats. PCR analysis performed with mouse genomic DNA also showed that the nonhomologous region specific for HMW tau is a single exon. Southern blot and gene mapping showed that the same gene, located on the murine chromosome 11, encodes all the LMW and HMW tau variants. All these tau forms, therefore, are produced by an alternative splicing mechanism that is neuron-specific and developmentally regulated.